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1

What is Missing?.

  B  th     ad

n   p bi  
Beth is sad.   

Write the letters that are missing.

Write the words from the story.
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Beth  is  sad.



2Draw a silly bug.
Write the words from the story.
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Beth  got  a  pet  bug.



3

Match
Draw a line to match.

Write the words from the story.

 Shelly  can  nap 
in  a  mug.

Shelly  naps  in  
 a mug.

Beth  got  a  box.

Shelly  got  fed  lots   
 and  lots.

Beth  and  Shelly   
 jump  and  spin.



4Write the words from the story.Write the words from the story.

Fill In

Shelly  can  hop  and 
spin  on  top.

   fed   Beth    big    naps

1.                      got  a  bug.

2. Shelly                in a mug.

3. Beth                  Shelly. 

3. Shelly  got         .                 



5 10Write the words from the story.Write the words from the story.

Beth  is  happy, 
happy,  happy !

Beth  fed  Shelly 
lots  and  lots.



9 6Write the words from the story. Write the words from the story.Write the words from the story.

Shelly  did  not  fit 
in  the  mug.

Beth    jumps   and 
Shelly   spins.



8Write the words from the story.7 Write the words from the story.

Shelly  got ...

big...big...big !Beth   got   a   box. 



8Write the words from the story.7 Write the words from the story.

Shelly  got ...

big...big...big !Beth   got   a   box. 



9 6Write the words from the story. Write the words from the story.Write the words from the story.

Shelly  did  not  fit 
in  the  mug.

Beth    jumps   and 
Shelly   spins.



3

Match
Draw a line to match.

Write the words from the story.

 Shelly  can  nap 
in  a  mug.

Shelly  naps  in  
 a mug.

Beth  got  a  box.

Shelly  got  fed  lots   
 and  lots.

Beth  and  Shelly   
 jump  and  spin.



4Write the words from the story.Write the words from the story.

Fill In

Shelly  can  hop  and 
spin  on  top.

   fed   Beth    big    naps

1.                      got  a  bug.

2. Shelly                in a mug.

3. Beth                  Shelly. 

3. Shelly  got         .                 



2Draw a silly bug.
Write the words from the story.

Bob’s Bug Shop

Beth  got  a  pet  bug.
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